Abstract. The giant molecular cloud Orion A is the closest massive star-forming region to earth (d ∼ 400 pc). It contains the rich Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC) in the North, and low-mass star-forming regions (L1641, L1647) to the South. To get a better understanding of the differences in star formation activity, we perform an analysis of the gas mass distribution and star formation rate across the cloud. We find that the gas is roughly uniformly distributed, while, oddly, the ONC region produced about a factor of ten more stars compared to the rest of the cloud. For a better interpretation of this phenomenon, we use Gaia DR2 parallaxes, to analyse distances of young stellar objects, using them as proxy for cloud distances. We find that the ONC region indeed lies at about 400 pc while the low-mass star-forming parts are inclined about 70
Introduction
The giant molecular cloud Orion A has been extensively studied in the past (e.g., Bally 2008) , being the closest massive star-forming region to earth. The distance to the northern part of the cloud, containing the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC), was, for example, estimated by Menten et al. (2007) to be ∼414 pc. Assuming this distance for the whole cloud, leads to a projected length of about 40 pc to 45 pc, when using the high column-density parts of the cloud. The rich ONC is considered a high-mass star-forming region, while only very few of the most massive stars in the cluster's center produce the prominent Orion Nebula (e.g., O'dell 2008) . The southern parts of the cloud (L1641 and L1647) produce predominantly low-mass stars, comparable to other nearby star-forming regions. For simplicity we call the ONC region the "Head", and the low-mass starforming parts the "Tail" of the cloud. The difference in star formation activity in these two parts of the cloud is a well known fact, while we still do not fully understand the origin of the observed phenomenon. To get a better understanding of the cloud properties, we investigate the clouds gas content, star formation rate (SFR), and efficiency (SFE) in Sect. 2, and the distances of young stellar objects (YSOs) using Gaia DR2 parallaxes in Sect. 3.
Mass distribution and star formation rate and efficiency
At first guess, one might assume that there is more gas mass available at the ONC region that fuels the relatively high star formation rate. However, when investigating the gas mass distribution across the cloud, we find that it is approximately constant (along Galactic longitudes l). This is highlighted in Fig. 1 , where we calculated the gas mass using the dust column-density from 2 Josefa E. Großschedl • wide bins (∼3.6 pc at 414 pc, factor 4 over-sampled), and is give in the top panel in M /pc. The bins are indicated by the vertical lines in the bottom map, while a data point in the top figure is centred above the corresponding bin in the map (e.g., between two dashed lines). Shown separately are the "total" and "dense" gas mass distributions along the cloud. The first is evaluated for pixels with A K > 0.01 mag, which are basically all pixels in the displayed area, and the second is outlined by the contours at A K = 0.8 mag. The two vertical solid lines in both panels indicate the cloud boundaries, to exclude regions without significant gas mass, while in Galactic latitudes the bins are restricted by the image boundaries (208.6
The two horizontal dashed lines in the top panel show the mean M /pc within the boundaries, as given in the legend.
a Herschel-Planck-Extinction map (Lombardi et al. 2014) . For this analysis, we separately look at the gas content within the whole analyzed region ("total") and within higher column-density regions ("dense") †. The latter we define by a star-formation threshold of A K > 0.8 mag, as suggested by Lada et al. (2010) . Extinction A K is derived from optical depth by A K (mag) = τ · 3050 (Meingast et al. 2018) , and then converted to solar masses for each pixel as follows:
with N H /A K = 1.24 × 10 22 cm −2 mag −1 (Hasenberger et al. 2016) , proton mass M p = 1.67 × 10 −27 kg, correction for 10% He abundance µ He = 1.37, and the pixel area a pix = 8.63 × 10 33 cm 2 (assuming d = 414 pc for each 15 sized Herschel-map pixel). To highlight variations along the cloud we split the cloud into evenly sized bins along l with ∆l = 0.5 • (∼3.6 pc at 414 pc) and find that the distribution of the gas mass is roughly constant for both the "total" and "dense" gas mass distributions within the cloud boundaries (Großschedl et al. in prep.) . This seems to be at odds with the observed higher SFR at the Head of the cloud. To get a more quantitative estimate of the SFR, we show its distribution across the cloud (Fig. 2) in a similar manner as the gas mass distribution. To this end we use the YSO catalog of Großschedl et al. (2018b) , which contains a clean sample of 2980 IR-excess YSOs for the whole Orion A region. The 2D distribution of these YSOs is shown in Galactic coordinates in Fig. 2 (bottom) , displayed separately for the more evolved Class II YSOs (2607 disks) and the younger Class 0/I and flatspectrum sources (373 protostars+flats). The SFR per parsec is calculated as follows, using the Regions beyond the obvious cloud boundaries should be ignored (gray shaded area, top panel), since they lack significant gas mass (see also Fig. 1 ). Note the different axes labelling for SFR (left) and SFE (right). The whole YSO sample is used to calculate the SFR, and the younger protostars+flats are used to evaluate the SFE in combination with the gas mass within A K > 0.8 mag.
whole YSO sample:
with the mean IMF massM IMF = 0.44 M (using a Kroupa IMF), the average YSO lifetime t YSO ≈ 3 Myrs (e.g., Dunham et al. 2015) , and the bin size being ∆l = 3.6 pc, assuming a constant distance for the whole cloud. We find that the Head of the cloud produced about a factor of ten more stars in the last 3 to 5 Myrs as compared to the Tail, while, interestingly, the current gas content of these two regions is very similar. We further calculate the SFE by using only the younger protostars+flats sample in combination with the "dense" gas, since these sources are likely directly associated with the current starforming gas. This so called instantaneous SFE (iSFE) is calculated as follows:
3)
The iSFE also shows a roughly constant distribution across the cloud, similar to the gas mass. Variations are at the order of a factor two. Even though the GMC Orion A is one of the best studied star-forming regions, it is still unclear what caused this burst of star formation at the location of the ONC. This raises the question: How well do we know this cloud?
Evaluating distance variations in Orion A using Gaia DR2
To get potential new insights into this prominent region, we use recent Gaia DR2 data (e.g., Gaia Collaboration et al. , Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018b to look for distance variations of the IR-excess YSOs connected to Orion A. Due to the youth of these sources they are likely still spatially connected to the cloud regions out of which they formed, or should not have moved too far from these sites. Together with the fact, that they share the same radial velocity as the gas (e.g., Hacar et al. 2016) , it makes them on average a good proxy for cloud distances. With this, we can estimate the cloud 3D shape and orientation for the first time. The following methods and Fig. 3 . The faint dashed lines are lines of constant l. We find that the Head of the cloud (ONC region) lies almost parallel to the plane of the sky at about 400 pc, while the Tail is inclined about 70
• away from the plane of the sky. This leads to an ∼75 pc long tail instead of the projected ∼25 pc. This makes the Orion A cloud an about 90 pc long filamentary structure, which is twice as long as when assuming a constant distance for the whole region.
results are discussed in detail in Großschedl et al. (2018a) . After cross-matching the YSO catalog from Großschedl et al. (2018b) with Gaia DR2 parallaxes, we end up with roughly 700 IR-YSOs in this region. By averaging YSO distances across the cloud (see Fig. 3 ), we find that the far end of the Tail is about 70 pc more distant than the Head (ONC), leading to a total length of the cloud of about 90 pc (see Fig. 4 ). This doubles the previously assumed length of this benchmark cloud. Putting the averaged distances in Galactic cartesian coordinates (Fig. 5) with X pointing toward the Galactic center, we find that the Head seems to be "bent" with respect to the long stretched Tail. Overall, the cloud has a cometary shape pointing toward the Galactic mid-plane. 
Conclusions and Implications
This striking new view of Orion A will have an impact on some of the observables in this region, like cloud mass, stellar masses, luminosities, or binary separations. The fact that the Tail is differently oriented and more stretched than previously assumed, also calls for a revision of the gas mass distribution and SFR per parsec. This new "image" of the cloud further allows one to speculate on its formation mechanisms.
For example, the 90 pc estimated length of Orion A makes it by far the largest GMC in the solar neighborhood. Together with its aspect ratio (∼30:1) and dense gas mass fraction (∼45%), the Orion A cloud is similar to large-scale Galactic filaments, or so-called "bones" of the Milky Way, as discussed in Zucker et al. (2018) . However, Orion A lies almost an order of magnitude farther from the Galactic mid-plane as typically found for these structures (about 100 to 130 pc below the plane, assuming Z Sun ≈ +25 pc). A common suggestion for the origin of the OrionMonoceros complex is, that it could be the result of an impact of a high-velocity cloud from above the Galactic plane (Franco 1986 ). However, this seems to be at odds with the orientation of the cloud, pointing toward the Galactic mid-plane from the southern Galactic hemisphere, so more ideas are needed.
External processes might be able to explain the shape of the cloud with the "bent" Head. For example, there is a foreground population near the region of the ONC (e.g., Alves & Bouy 2012 , which could have provided the feedback necessary to bend the head. A Supernova originating from this slightly older population could have taken place in the last about 10 Myrs to 20 Myrs †, triggering the burst of star formation and also shaping this region. Another external event could have taken place, as proposed by Fukui et al. (2018) . They suggest a cloud-cloud collision at the location of the ONC, being a trigger of star formation. If this event had taken place, it would have had also an impact on the shape of the cloud. † When considering all ONC members, we find that the cluster's older members (incl. Class III) have ages up to about 10 Myrs when investigating HR-diagrams.
